Bug Care Book

By: Isabelle

Praying Mantis
By: Boden

Spotted Orb Weaver
By: Sutton

During the 2014-2015 school year, the children in Room 11 engaged in a study of insects. In the summer of 2015, two children created this book to be passed on to the school.
HOW TO HOLD BUGS

1. BRIDGE FINGER. YOU HOLD THE ❍ BUG ❍ and make a bridge for the ❍ BUG ❍.

2. THAT ONE IS GOOD ABOUT THE ❍ BOUNCE ❍ finger. Because if it wants to ❍ BOUNCE ❍ it can just turn around and bounce.

3. FLAT, SO THEY CAN CLIMB ❍ SLIME ❍ or ❍ SLIME ❍ around.

because they can move around WITH A LOT OF SPACE TO CRAWL
HOW TO HOLD BUGS

4. The hands are cupped and there is space. The cupped is good so there is a place that is dark where they can sleep and a place that is kind of flat so they can play.

5. That one is really good because the lady bug is like, “yah, I get to fly!”

6. Cup hand flat hand. Because there is a place it can play and sleep. If you put it together it makes a bug habitat in your hand.
7. Cuppy closed cabinet. You can open your hands whenever you want to see the bug and its closed so the bug can’t get away and it can sleep.

8. Its really long so that it is good. It can breath. Holding it so gently not squeezing. But you can’t do that with ladybugs cause their wings would get bent.
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9. It's good because it is on the outside of the hand and not the inside. So he has room to crawl.

10. That one is good because the grasshopper is sticking out. So he can get air. Not sticking his butt out only his head.
WHERE TO FIND BUGS

1. On the climber fence, and the waterflume fence

2. On the ground
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3. on our bodies, sometimes lady crash into you

4. on a leaf
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5. In habitats we make

6. Rocks on the water flume, climber, project and garden playgrounds
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7. in a **bush**

8. under a rock on the **garden**
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9. on the waterflume tomato plants

10. on flower beds in the garden
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11. Under the table on the garden

12. In a tree
WHERE TO FIND BUGS

11. COIX
under pinecones, rocks
and pine needles

THE END